
Pencester Surgery & Pencester Health 

Patient Participation Group Meeting 

21
st
 November  2013 

Minutes 
 

 

Present:  Sharon Critchett  -     Patient Services Manager 

               Julie Hopper        -     Finance Business Manager  

               Mike West           -     Chairman 

Ronald Spencer; Lesley Gordon; Geraldine Butcher; Jean Bryant; Angela Condon; 

John Funnell; George Higgins. 

 

Apologies: Dermot McKeown. 

 

Item 1.The Chairman welcomed everyone and the Minutes of the previous meeting 

(7
th

 August 2013) were accepted. 

 

Item 2. Matters arising  Results of Patient Survey was discussed and Sharon Critchett 

gave a report on the information collected which included the state of the toilet. 

Sharon Critchett advised that the toilet was cleaned regularly every day but added that 

due to funding allowances an hourly inspection would not be possible. Another 

problem was that non patients often came in to use the toilet and it was felt that the 

Locked Toilet system should be retained. Sharon Critchett added that there was 

another toilet available on the premises if  the main one became unusable on a 

temporary basis.  

 

The Call system was discussed and Sharon Critchett advised that a rough estimate to 

replace the current Call System would be in the region of £7,700 George Higgins 

asked that before a new system should be considered, we should get a  Survey from 

an appropriate Sound Engineer to assess the current system for resonance (which is of 

the analogue type). A digital System may not be any better than we have at present. 

There is one Doctor at the Pencester Surgery and physically collects his patients!   

 

It was felt that a Comments Box should be provided so that patients would be able to 

convey their comments to the PPG. Also, should there be a notice letting the patients 

know that there is a group of people representing them? 

It was suggested that the current box that is used for repeat prescriptions could take 

suggestions also, as this was checked every day ( at possibly shorter intervals)  

      

Item 3. It was suggested that a Moving Sign (Electronic) could be used to keep the 

patients advised of their appointment status. (This would also eliminate the necessity 

of having a new PA system and reduce frustration for the patients who cannot hear 

their name being called). It was asked if Sharon Critchett would look into the pricing 

of  such an appliance but we had  to bear in mind that we still have to replace the 

boiler and funding is very critical to us – a matter of what is more important. 

 

It was asked “who pays for the items and facilities that we have such as Flu Jabs, 

blood tests etc? Julie Hopper replied that everything comes out of a budget set by the 

Government. Even assessing when a Doctor has to refer a patient to see a Consultant. 



 

 

Item 4. It was muted that the Reception Area Layout and Staffing was not quite right. 

Sharon Critchett advised that it may be possible to arrange the reception desk and 

staff, possibly to the rear of the front office which would leave the receptionist free to 

deal with the patients who actually come into the Surgery. The telephone calls would 

then managed from the rear as suggested, or for that matter, elsewhere in the building.       

John Funnell asked “Was this sign necessary”? George Higgins advised that the sign 

was purely for the benefit getting patients to acknowledge what the staff were doing 

on their behalf. The only fault that was found with the sign was the sign itself, not the 

wording of it.  

A Lady 1  Asked “Do the staff get training?” Sharon Critchett replied yes, and they 

are expected to help one and other. 

Lady 2. Is it possible to invite a Doctor to our next meeting? 

Sharon Critchett replied that she would look into that matter and get back to us. 

Mike West asked should one of the PPG use their phone number for contactability?  

There are many patients who are not aware that we exist, no information notices etc or 

how to get in touch with us. Perhaps this can be incorporated with the Repeat 

Prescriptions Box. 

Lady 3 Advised that there has been a good response to the Food Bank Appeal. 

Mike West asked how did the Surgery Inspection go? Sharon Critchett advised that it 

wasn’t 100%  we had  to get the Quality Care Commission right. Otherwise quite 

well. (Toilets etc). 

 

It was suggested that the PPG should meet every two months for continuity and 

accepted in principle and our next meeting should be a date in January. 

 

The meeting close at 14 10hrs.   


